
30 Day
CHALLENGE

https://getnfit.app/


GETFIT

This challenge is designed to show you how 
consistency and discipline can help you 
achieve your goals.  

This is the motivation you 
need to get you started on your
journey to Fit !

Starts 1/3/22 ! The GETFIT challenge was created with one
goal in mind, to help you realize your potential so you begin
to fully understand what you are capable of. 

• 4 Weeks of Workouts 

• Meal Plan & Recipes 

• Gym Version 
• Home Version (only need dumbbells)
• Video Demonstration's  

• Access to in app direct messaging, so I can
answer any questions you have during the
challenge.

  Cash Prize to Best Overall Transformation  



DISCLAIMERDISCLAIMER



Winner will be chosen based on overall progress of what I see
in the pictures. I will not be taking pounds lost into
consideration although I encourage all of you to keep track of
weight and measurements for your personal record
throughout the challenge. 

Must submit Before & After Photo to be considered for Cash
Prize. 

Important Info
Cash Prize 

Before & After Photo 
Before Photo: Must be submitted by 1/7. Submissions after

1/7 will not be accepted and will not count towards
consideration of the cash grand prize. Must submit a front,

back, and side photo. EMAIL to Lesliegetnfit@gmail.com
(you can crop your face out if that makes you feel more

comfortable. 
 

After photo: Must be submitted by 2/3. Submissions after
2/3 will not be accepted. Must submit a front, back, and

side photo holding paper with same wording from before 
 photo (your pictures will never be released without

permission)
 

BOTH YOUR BEFORE & AFTER PHOTOS MUST INCLUDE
YOU HOLDING A SHEET OF PAPER with “GETFIT JAN 22” on

it.
 

Pictures should be taken wearing the least you are
comfortable with for example sports bra and shorts, bikini,
bra/underwear. It is hard for me to judge progress with full

length leggings on but if you are too uncomfortable with
the previously mentioned articles of clothing I understand. 

 



MACROSMACROS
PROTEIN
CARBS
FATS

CALORIES

Everything
you need
to know



Macros, short for macronutrients, are
the fat, protein, and carbs that make
up food and help you create energy.
You can find them listed on nutrition

labels. 
 

When you count macros and adjust
their ratios, you can use them to

achieve health goals like losing weight.
I personally used a split of 45% carbs,

30% protein, and 25% fats, but of
course you can adjust your macro

split to how you see fit. Then you will
need to begin consistently tracking
your food in the daily diary and hit

your macros as close as possible on
daily basis. 

 
When you count macros and adjust

their ratios, you can use them to
achieve health goals like losing weight,

maintaining your current weight, or
achieving weight gain. 



You can google Macro calculator or use
MyFitness Pal App to help you calculate your
macros. Also, I provide macro calculation.
See the link in my bio on IG and select
macro calculation. In order to effectively
calculate your macros you will need to track
your food by making a record of everything
you eat and drink. This may sound time
consuming and tedious, but it will help you
lose weight. 

Tracking your food consumption is
beneficial because you are able to monitor
your macros, track your progress, and it
allows you to make adjustments as needed.
I used the My Fitness Pal App to track my
food. My Fitness Pal is an app that you can
download on your phone. It is cheap and
easy to use. 

To lose weight you will need 
to be in a calorie deficit. 

TRACK YOURTRACK YOUR
FOODFOOD



TRACK YOURTRACK YOUR
FOODFOOD



 
 

Drink a glass of water as soon as
you wake up in the morning

Drink your greens 

Fuel your body with nutrient-dense
foods

Listen to your body! If you are
hungry... eat something
nutritious to fuel your body. If you are
tired…take a rest day or
do a more low-impact workout

Stretching: Make sure to stretch before
and after workouts to prevent injury.
5-10 minutes should be adequate.

TIPSTIPS



 
 
Repeated Routine: You will notice that many of the
exercises are repeated each week. Although this
may seem repetitive, it is essential for building
muscle. We are going to work on building and
growing our muscles each week by continuing to
place tension on them, not by “keeping them
guessing.” You are devoting this small portion of
your day to exercise so during this time let’s give it
everything you’ve got!

Rest Period: Try to limit your rest periods between
sets to no more than 60 seconds. Adjust weight
according to skill level.

Cardio: I have cardio built into the plan. If you wish
to further accelerate fat loss, you can perform more
cardio activities on your own AFTER your workouts. 

Resistance Band: You can add your resistance band
to any squat, deadlift, or hip thrust exercise
throughout the program to increase tension on the
muscles. My demonstrations will be without the
band because I realize not everyone may have been
able to get one but they are still available on my
website!

TIPSTIPS



MEAL PREPMEAL PREP



Forget what everyone else in that gym is lifting,
forget what your favourite influencer lifts, and
forget what your partner lifts. It's so easy to try
and copy what someone else is lifting or feel 
like you should be lifting the same as them, but
everyone's bodies are incredibly unique and so 
is their strength. Keep your focus on you and
your body, always!

WHAT AMOUNT OFWHAT AMOUNT OF
WEIGHT DO I USE?WEIGHT DO I USE?

I remember just how daunting it felt walking up to
those weights and having absolutely no idea where to
start, what weight to use or how important it was to
use the right weight for me. I don't want a 
single one of you to go through the confusion I did, so
here's some guidance that could help:

Choosing the right weight is all the in the
reps you're doing! If you're performing
a movement for 10 reps for example, you
need a weight that will challenge you
enough where the last 2/3 reps are
difficult. Not difficult enough to lose form,
but hard enough to push you for those last
few!



WHAT AMOUNT OFWHAT AMOUNT OF
WEIGHT DO I USE?WEIGHT DO I USE?

Finding the weights you need for the different
movements you're doing can take time, but
choosing the right weight for your exercises 
will help you make that progress, long term!
When you know what weights you need, stick 
to those weights, then when those last few 
reps start feeling easier it's time to increase
the weight you're using slowly, usually by 
5-10 lbs. 

It's important to be mindful that there
are various factors that can affect our
bodies strength - lack of sleep, stress,
not enough food, time of the month - 
we are not machines, so don't be
discouraged if you can't lift the same
weight every single week. Always listen
to your body and give it the respect it
deserves by adapting your training
accordingly!



• Protein
• Pre-workout

• BCAAS
• Creatine

 
 

We constantly tell you all that focused nutrition
and consistency is key to achieving your fitness
goals but we also know that quality
supplements, taken properly, accelerated our
success. 

Through our love of fitness and our passion for
lifting, we wondered how we could take our
training to the next level and thats when we
found the path to supplements! But not just any
supplements. QUALITY supplements. We highly
recommend  Arms Race (link below)   
USE CODE: GETFIT  to save! 

SUPPLEMENTSSUPPLEMENTS
Recommended Supplements 

Click Here for Arms Race

https://www.armsracenutrition.com/?aff=154


GETFIT
MEALMEAL
PLANPLAN



Shopping ListShopping ListShopping List













See the
insights tab on

the app for
some of my

favorite GETFIT
Recipes 




